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WORKBOOK 

 

USING OVERSEAS EXHIBITIONS FOR RESEARCH & PROMOTION 
 
 
SLIDE 3 QUESTION 1 

Using exhibitions for research supplements the other research methods you choose to use. Which 
other methods of research have you chosen to use ? 
 
SLIDE3 QUESTION 2 

How much of your research will be carried out internally and how much is being conducted by 
others ? 
 
SLIDE 3 QUESTION 3 

Are you aware of any financial support towards your research costs ? Are you clear what you have 
to do to be eligible for such support ? 
 
SLIDE 5 QUESTION 4 

Have you established which fairs or shows are important for your sector in your target market ? Do 
you know how many people attend, and what type of businesses are there ?  
 
SLIDE 5 QUESTION 5 

When looking at data from previous shows, can you see if any of the businesses you have 
researched have exhibited  ?  
 
SLIDE 5 QUESTION 6 

What can you learn from previous years’ shows about your competition, the products or services, 
or major issues in your target market ? 
 
SLIDE 5 QUESTION 7 

Having used exhibition data, what other research data will you now go away and challenge ? 
 
SLIDE 6 QUESTION 8 

Are there any upcoming shows or fairs in your target market ? Compared to previous years, who is 
exhibiting – and who is not ? 
 
SLIDE 6 QUESTION 9 

Does the next show suggest that there are any new market issues ? 
 
SLIDE 6 QUESTION 10 

Having looked at the data accompanying the show, what should you now go and check ? 
 
SLIDE 7 QUESTION 11 

Visiting exhibitions can help you to understand trends and changes in habits, styles or colours. 
Specifically what data would you seek from visiting a show ? 
 
SLIDE 9 QUESTION 12 

Why do you wish to visit a show ? What are your objectives ? How will you know if the visit has 
been worthwhile ? 
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SLIDE 10 QUESTION 13 

Are you clear whose stand you will visit, who you will meet, what products or services you will see, 
what market intelligence you will seek to tease out ? 
 
SLIDE 11 QUESTION 14 

Are all your appointments made and confirmed ? Are all your flights and hotels booked ? Has 
anything been left to chance ? 
 
SLIDE 12 QUESTION 15 

Is your itinerary confirmed ? Where is there flexibility or breathing space ? Do you have an effective 
but economical route plan ? 
 
SLIDE 13 QUESTION 16 

What must happen to ensure you follow up properly after the show ? What resources are needed ? 
 
SLIDE 14 QUESTION 17 

What exactly have you learned from the visit ? How does the visit compare with your objectives ? 
 
SLIDE 17 QUESTION 18 

Have you established with your representative how your products will be displayed ? Who is paying 
for what ? What exactly will your role be at the show ? 
 
SLIDE 18 QUESTION 19 

Are you clear what kind of business you are seeking for representation ? Are your exhibits, 
literature and presence consistent with the position you are keen to establish ? Does your itinerary 
allow for any additional, unplanned meetings ? 
 
SLIDE 21 QUESTION 20 

Have you established how you will measure the effectiveness of exhibiting yourselves ? 
 
SLIDE 22 QUESTION 21 

Are all exhibits, literature, display materials and invitations all co-ordinated ? Is the whole operation 
being project managed with clearly identified deadlines ? Are all travel arrangements well in hand ? 
Are all support staff in place ? 
 
SLIDE 24 QUESTION 22 

Have you fully understood the size, location and position of your stand ? Is your stand light, 
accessible, attractive and not the same as everyone else’s ? Is your stand design consistent with 
your brand credentials ? 
 
SLIDE 25 QUESTION 23 

Are the members of your team fully briefed and prepared ? Do they have all the information they 
need ? Do they all understand the standards you expect ? 
 
SLIDE 26 QUESTION 24 

Do you have a plan for following up after the show ? Who will co-ordinate the efforts of the team ? 
 
SLIDE 27 QUESTION 25 

What message would it send out to the market if you did not exhibit next time ? Is the market of 
sufficient importance to you that you care what message your non-attendance might send out ? 


